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Abstract

We analyze 20 years (2001-2020) of temperature and salinity profiles at the LTER-MC coastal station in the Gulf of Naples,

Mediterranean Sea. Surface and bottom layer show increases of temperature (+0.01 and +0.03°C/year, 2005-2019); water-

columns budgets (heat, freshwater) show pseudo-periodic oscillations every 3 to 5 years, and weak linear trends. Seasonal

minimum of salinity occurs two months later than the runoff peak, pointing to the importance of horizontal circulation in

regulating the inshore-offshore exchanges and the residence time of freshwater contribution. Inter-annual variations of the

mixed layer depth (MLD) exhibit a shallowing (-1.27m/year during winter) and a shortened time span of the fully mixed water-

column. A visible decadal shift in the external forcings suggests an influence of winterly wind stress in 2010-2019, that prevailed

over dominant buoyancy fluxes in 2001-2009. Changes are visible in the large-scale indices of the North Atlantic and Western

Mediterranean Oscillations and highlight the role of wind direction, offshore or inshore oriented, in disrupting the stratification

driven by freshwater runoff. A random forest regression confirms that role and quantifies the MLD drivers importances. This

allows for a reliable prediction of the stratification using external variables independent from the in situ observations.
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1 Abstract18

We analyze 20 years (2001-2020) of temperature and salinity profiles at the LTER-19

MC coastal station in the Gulf of Naples, Mediterranean Sea. Surface and bottom layer20

show increases of temperature (+0 01 and +0.03 °C/year, 2005-2019); water-columns bud-21

gets (heat, freshwater) show pseudo-periodic oscillations every 3 to 5 years, and weak22

linear trends. Seasonal minimum of salinity occurs two months later than the runoff peak,23

pointing to the importance of horizontal circulation in regulating the inshore-offshore24

exchanges and the residence time of freshwater contribution. Inter-annual variations of25

the mixed layer depth (MLD) exhibit a shallowing (−1.27m/year during winter) and a26

shortened time span of the fully mixed water-column. A visible decadal shift in the ex-27

ternal forcings suggests an influence of winterly wind stress in 2010-2019, that prevailed28

over dominant buoyancy fluxes in 2001-2009. Changes are visible in the large-scale in-29

dices of the North Atlantic and Western Mediterranean Oscillations and highlight the30

role of wind direction, offshore or inshore oriented, in disrupting the stratification driven31

by freshwater runoff. A random forest regression confirms that role and quantifies the32

MLD drivers importances. This allows for a reliable prediction of the stratification us-33

ing external variables independent from the in situ observations.34

Keywords Ocean stratification, Time series, Mediterranean Sea, Coastal Ecosys-35

tem, Coastal observatory, Machine learning36
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2 Introduction37

Coastal areas represent ∼ 17% of marine primary production [Smith et al., 2005],38

contribute to the largest portion of fish catches (∼ 80% if we consider all Large Marine39

Ecosystems as coastal systems, e.g., Sherman et al. [2009]), and provides for more than40

90% of the global trade [WTO, 2018]. While the latter is sustained by the crucial role41

of maritime transportation, the former strongly depend on physical processes that oc-42

cur in coastal systems. Winds, runoff, tides, heat fluxes (e.g., Ferrari & Wunsch [2009])43

are the main source of auxiliary energy, sensu Margalef [1978] and Frontier et al. [2008],44

and modulate the large biogeochemical fluxes from land, through the atmosphere and45

runoff.46

The presence and morphology of the land-ocean boundaries induce a high variabil-47

ity in abiotic and biotic components over spatial and temporal scales from daily to sea-48

sonal and inter-annual [Walsh, 1988]. Organisms must adapt to this range of time scales49

over which the availability of resources vary. At mid and at high-latitudes, a prominent50

driver of pelagic ecosystem is the seasonal cycle of the mixed layer [Sverdrup, 1953] even51

if the start of stratification is not the only trigger (e.g., Smetacek & Passow [1990], Behren-52

feld [2010], Zingone et al. [2010]). Further to this cycle, coastal currents (e.g., Lentz [2012]),53

eddies (e.g., Kersalé et al. [2013]) and filaments (e.g., Iermano et al. [2012]) may mod-54

ify the vertical structure of stratification, even without significant upwelling. Analyzing55

the processes regulating the water column structure in coastal ecosystems is therefore56

important, not only to assess the relative contributions of specific drivers in modulat-57

ing the plankton dynamics depending on it, but also to attempt predicting how unique58

are the seasonal and regional characterization of the local dynamics (e.g., Sallée et al.59

[2021]).60

Here, the challenge is to characterize the regional dynamical regime and to deter-61

mine how it would be affected by changes in climate and anthropogenic activities. The62

Mediterranean sea is subject to warming and freshwater budget change (e.g., Bethoux63

et al. [1998]), and events such as the 2003 heatwave have been associated with strong64

stratification and inhibited mixing (e.g., Olita et al. [2007]). A general view indicates an65

increasing trend in the net heat content of the basin in the last decades (e.g., Criado-66

Aldeanueva et al. [2012]), with more frequent occurrences of heatwaves (e.g., Darmaraki67

et al. [2019]). This emphasizes the question on how the Mediterranean Sea responds in68

various climate change scenarios for the next decades, whether it will be dominated by69

a basin-scale response to the global atmospheric adjustments, or driven more regionally70

by local river runoffs and atmospheric forcings (e.g., Adloff et al. [2015]). In this con-71

text, an effort towards the development of climate indices and the improvement of long-72

term times series by in situ observations is of importance, for both open and coastal ar-73

eas. Both heat and saline content are a primer (e.g., Iona et al. [2018]), but estimates74

of stratification from the water-column also have to be included to be compared to the75

observations in the upper 200 m during the recent decades (e.g., Guancheng et al. [2020])76

and to separate the roles of thermal and saline contents. The Mediterranean Sea is an77

important zone for attempting projections [Giorgi & Lionello, 2007], as it has been iden-78

tified as a major ’hotspots’ for exhibiting the effects of climate changes Giorgi [2006].79

There are many studies on the complexity of unique regional configurations for di-80

verse marine coastal systems. For example, the recent work of Xiu et al. [2018] illustrates81

the case of the California Current System where wind and eddy activity in this specific82

area play a complex role in the redistribution and response of biological communities to83

nutrients supply. Each regional area is governed by specific physical and biogeochem-84

ical characteristics, establishing them as bioregions (e.g., El Hourany et al. [2021]) whose85

variability evolves with global warming. Systems in a Mediterranean climate are expected86

to become warmer and drier with climate change, where estuaries in these regions are87

predicted to experience variability in freshwater flows, such as ’marinisation’ and hyper-88

saline conditions (e.g., Hallett et al. [2018]). The Gulf of Naples (GoN) stands in this89
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context. It is a coastal embayment opened to the Tyrrhenian Sea, with the Sarno river90

mouth on its South-West side, and the Volturno river flowing in the nearby Gulf of Gaeta.91

Importantly, the GON is the site of a monitoring point, 2 km off to the coast, sampled92

for more than thirty years as part of a LTER (Long-TERm) national network.93

In our study, we look at the evolution of the water column structure over time to94

identify the physical processes whose sequence and interplay modulate the water column95

stability and drive the local variability. Our analysis exploits the last 20 years of a time96

series of physical parameters from a 70m water-column, using weekly CTD profiles from97

2001 to 2019. The stratification is described in terms of surface-bottom gradient and by98

the relative contribution of temperature and salinity, providing a different point of view99

than the common mean-state description. Disentangling the different contributions of100

temperature and salinity to the water buoyancy, we show the effect of climate on warm-101

ing and freshening. The latter results, in a coastal environment such as the GoN, from102

changes in freshwater inputs, where modulations due to the ocean surface circulation are103

important. This allows us to establish the site as a good reference to project the impact104

of environmental forcing and anthropogenic activities on coastal systems and to differ-105

entiate the effects of each one. Specifically, here, we first describe the averaged seasonal106

climatological patterns, then the inter-annual variability, and focus in the third section107

on the seasonal drivers of the mixed layer in specific periods. To identify and assess the108

contribution of the relevant processes driving the mixed layer variability, external forc-109

ings such as wind stress and buoyancy fluxes are estimated over the area from the ERA5110

data set. Finally, we propose to use external forcings as a set of predictors of the mixed111

layer through a random forest regression, to assess their relative weight and prepare for112

predictions in following studies.113
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3 Materials and Methods114

3.1 Hydrological data set115

Conductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) profiles were carried out at the LTER-116

MC sampling point in the Gulf of Naples (Fig. 1) with a Seabird SBE-911+ mounted117

on a 12-bottle carousel, with all sensors calibrated yearly. The raw 24Hz profiles were118

processed using the standard Seabird software SeaSave to obtain bin-averaged data on119

a 1-m regular vertical grid. The weekly survey we use includes a total of 894 CTD pro-120

files from the 4th January 2001 (cast MC465) to the 24th February 2020 (cast MC1359)121

(a calendar is available in supplementary Fig. S1). The Gibbs Sea Water (GSW) Oceano-122

graphic Toolbox (McDougall & Barker [2011]) was used to calculate the conservative tem-123

perature TC (°C), the absolute salinity SA (g kg−1), the water density ρ (kgm−3), the124

potential density σ0 (kgm−3), the potential temperature θ0 (°C), and the Brunt-Väisälä125

frequency N2 (s−2). When mentioned thereafter, T and S refer to TC and SA. To pro-126

vide a comparison in surface between the ocean coastal and open areas, we compare time127

series of temperature and salinity with the MedSea data reanalysis product extracted128

at the entrance of the Gulf of Naples (see the location in Fig. 1). The MedSea MFC129

physical reanalysis product (Escudier [2020]) is generated by a numerical system com-130

posed of an hydrodynamic model, supplied by the Nucleous for European Modelling of131

the Ocean (NEMO) and a variational data assimilation scheme (OceanVAR) for tem-132

perature and salinity with a horizontal grid resolution of 1/24◦ (i.e. 4-5 km) (https://133

resources.marine.copernicus.eu/product-detail/MEDSEA MULTIYEAR PHY 006 004/134

INFORMATION).135

3.2 Water-column analysis: mixed layer depth, and budgets of heat, fresh-136

water, and stratification contents137

Mixed layer depth (MLD, meter) was calculated following the method of de Boyer Montégut138

et al. [2004] based on threshold values. Given a vertical profile of density σ0(z), or po-139

tential temperature θ0(z), we calculated the depth below zref = 10 m, where the pro-140

file reached thresholds defined as a cumulative of 0.4 °C for θ0, and 0.03 kgm−3 for σ0.141

A heat content HC (Jm−2) and fresh water content FW (meter) are calculated for each142

CTD profile as HC =
∫ 65m

3m
ρ(z)Cp(z)T (z)dz (Jm−2), FW =

∫ 65m

3m
(S+−S(z))/S(z)dz143

(meter). Here dz = 1m, zbottom = 65m and zsurface = 3m, the maximum and shal-144

lowest depth common to all profiles, ρ(z) is the in situ density (kgm−3), Cp(z) is the the145

specific heat capacity (J kg−1 °C−1) calculated with the GSW functions (McDougall &146

Barker [2011]). Here the heat content estimate is not defined from a temperature change147

and cannot be interpreted as an absolute value. FW gives the amount of fresh water in148

meter to be added to the water-column to decrease the absolute salinity value from Smax
149

= 38.65 g kg−1, a reference value above the maximum absolute salinity during the whole150

time series, to the observed depth-averaged salinity. To describe the stratification, a buoy-151

ancy anomaly content BC is calculated as the integral over depth of the density differ-152

ence between each depth and the bottom: BC =
∫ 65m

3m
ρ(z)−ρbottomdz (kgm−2). The153

relative contributions of T and S to the buoyancy content is quantified as BC = BCT+154

BCS , with BCT =
∫ 65m

3m
−ρ∗α(T (z)−Tbottom)dz, and BCS =

∫ 65m

3m
ρ∗β(S(z)−Sbottom)dz,155

where ρ∗ =1000 kgm−3, α(z) and β(z) are the thermal expansion and saline contrac-156

tion coefficients calculated with the GSW functions. Bottom values are values at the end157

of each profiles. We provide another complementary index to the buoyancy anomaly con-158

tent, the stratification intensity IS, defined as the difference between surface and bot-159

tom for each CTD profile : IS = σbottom − σsurface.160
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3.3 Bulk parameters of the atmospherical forcings of the area : heat fluxes,161

precipitations, winds, and climatic indices162

The net surface fluxes (Qnet, the total of latent and sensible heat, plus net solar163

and thermal radiation, in Wm−2), wind velocities (U10 and V10, m s−1), rates of evap-164

oration E and precipitation P (mmd−1), period and significant height HS of waves, were165

extracted from the ERA5 re-analysed product provided by Copernicus (ERA5(C3S) [2017]).166

The extraction is done at the closet grid-point from the LTER-MC geographical posi-167

tion (14.25◦E and 40.80◦N), with a 6-hour temporal resolution, from the 1st January168

2001 and covering the whole period. A seasonal cycle of the surface heat content from169

fluxes (HF) is calculated by integrating Qnet in function of time: HF =
∫
Qnetdt.170

The buoyancy flux B (m2 s−3, defined > 0 when B is stabilizing the water-column),171

is proportional to the density flux at the surface: B = gQp/ρ0, where the density flux172

Qp into the ocean from the atmosphere was computed as Qp = ρ(αFT+βFS), with α173

and β the thermal expansion and saline contraction coefficients, respectively [H.-M. Zhang174

& Talley, 1998]. Here FT = −Qnet/ρseaCp, and FS = (E − P )S/(1 − S/1000), where175

Cp is the specific heat of seawater, E, P , and S are the evaporation, precipitation and176

sea surface salinity. The velocity friction u∗ was calculated as u∗ =
√
τ/ρsea, where177

ρsea is the density of sea water, and τ the wind stress, as τ = ρairCDU2
10, where ρair =178

1.22 kgm−3, and the drag coefficient CD and the velocity at 10m U10 are calculated from179

the wind speed following Large & Pond [1981].180

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is responsible for changes in the geograph-181

ical distribution of surface westerlies across the North Atlantic basin toward Europe (Hur-182

rell [1995]), and we use the classical NAO index developed by Hurrell & Deser [2009] to183

describe these variations. Data were provided by the NOAA National Weather Service184

(https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/nao.shtml). To link185

the Mediterranean basin dynamic to the Atlantic variability, we complete it with the West-186

ern Mediterranean Oscillation (WEMO), a pattern of atmospheric circulation described187

by Martin-Vide [2006], whose index corresponds to the difference in surface pressure be-188

tween San Fernando (Spain) and Padua (Italy). Its variations can lead to a regime of189

winds blowing from the east (Bonifacio et al. [2019], e.g. case of the central European190

anticyclone located north of Italy, with a low-pressure center in the Iberian peninsula).191

Data were collected from http://www.ub.edu/gc/English/wemo.htm.192

3.4 Temporal averaging and statistical fits193

Property averages are calculated for different periods, defined here. The LTER-MC194

observations are made weekly : the day of the week for sampling depended on the sea195

and weather conditions, and was not necessarily the same (for example, MC465 was on196

Thursday 4th of January 2001, MC466 on Wednesday 10th, and MC467 on Tuesday 16th).197

To have the consistency of a regular temporal grid, we consider the week of the year num-198

ber as a regular timestamp (1 to 52). The monthly average is defined as the mean of the199

parameter values for each month of the year over the years, from January to December200

(12 bins). Inter-annual average is the mean of the parameter values for each year, from201

2001 to 2019 (19 bins). Average by seasons is the mean of parameters for the four monthly202

periods (March-May for spring, June-August for summer, September-November for au-203

tumn, and December to February of the following year for winter). For each bin, the stan-204

dard error estd can be calculated as the standard deviation σstd of the Nb values as estd =205

σstd/
√
Nb. Linear regressions and their associated statistics (slope, 95% confidence in-206

terval, p-value, correlation coefficient, R2) were performed using the linregress func-207

tions from the Python library scipy.stats (Virtanen et al. [2020]). Identification of clus-208

ters was done with the sklearn.cluster function from the KMeans library (Pedregosa209

et al. [2011] ; https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html). Rup-210

tures in time series are investigated using the Python library ruptures for off-line change211
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point detection (Truong et al. [2020]; https://pypi.org/project/ruptures/), and T-212

Test are calculated with the t functions from scipy.stats.213

3.5 Machine Learning : a random forest regression214

To assess the weight of various independent contributors to the MLD dynamics,215

and identify which processes dominate, we perform a random forest regression (Pedregosa216

et al. [2011]). This ensemble method fits a number of decision trees on various sub-samples217

of the data set and allows to obtain a score to input features and their importance based218

on how useful they are to predict a chosen variable. To modelize the MLD at the site219

we select input variables that are nearly-independent from the in situ observations to be220

able to apply the forecasting tool to projections. To correlate consistently the observa-221

tions to the forcings, the latter are averaged on the interval period between each MC cast222

(for example, forcings at MC466 are the average between MC465 and MC466, i.e. be-223

tween the 5th (4th+1) and 10th of January). We use seven parameters (week of the year,224

wind direction, wind stress, buoyancy fluxes, sea surface temperature, sea surface salin-225

ity outside the gulf, and net precipitation rates) estimated with the bulk parameters from226

ERA5. Their importance in the fitting is then determined as the Gini importance in %,227

Breiman [2001]. We perform various training by splitting the time series in decades (2001-228

2009 as decade I, and 2010-2019 as decade II), and seasons (months of March-May for229

spring, June-August for summer, September-November for autumn, and December to230

February of the following year for winter). Training is realized on 80% of the data avail-231

able by subset, the 20% remaining being used for the validation. Each training param-232

eter is normalized to range its minimum and maximum from 0 to 1 (or -1 to 1 for signed233

quantities). Performance of the training is determined by comparing the MLD estimates234

to the monthly climatological values (i.e. the monthly atlas we could refer to, in case we235

would not have in situ observations). Calculations are achieved through the RandomForestRegressor236

function from the sklearn.ensemble module ( https://scikit-learn.org/stable/237

modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestRegressor.html). Statistics of238

the training are given in the Tab. 3).239
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4 Results240

4.1 Ocean climatology of the LTER-MC station241

4.1.1 Coastal vs. open area : difference in the surface salinity between242

the Gulf of Naples and the open Tyrrhenian Sea243

To introduce the time series analyses we carry on, we start with characterizing the244

coastal and offshore water properties by comparing the difference between the seasonal245

cycle of surface temperature and salinity obtained from the observations in the GoN from246

2001 to 2019, and the MedSea data reanalysis product, extracted in the Tyrrhenian Sea247

during the same period (see the two locations in Fig. 1). Seasonality of the sea surface248

temperature is comparable (Fig. 2, top left), though with around 1 °C difference in sum-249

mer, but shows a difference in the cycle of surface salinity, not only in amplitude, but250

also the phase (Fig. 2, top right). As it can be expected, from April to November coastal251

waters are fresher than the offshore from around 0.15 g kg−1 to 0.35 g kg−1, but surface252

minimum and maximum occur in May-June and in September (respectively), with a de-253

lay of around one month compared to the Tyrrhenian area. This simple plot emphasizes254

the importance of fresh runoffs to the salinity cycle as observed at the LTER-MC point255

in the GoN, and the probable presence of horizontal advection mechanisms that partially256

mitigate the offshore to inshore gradient and limit the exchanges of salt.257

4.1.2 Seasonal hydrology in the GoN258

Seasonal variations of salinity show a minimum of 37.4 g kg−1 occurring into the259

first 10m of the surface layer from May to June (Fig. 2, bottom). Maximum value of260

38.2 g kg−1 is in January. A remarkable salty layer with values close to the maximum,261

between 38.1 and 38.2 g kg−1 is visible from September to November, below 10m depth262

and above the 20m to 50m layer of relative less salty water (38.0 g kg−1). The thickness263

of this salty tongue increases in time following the deepening of the seasonal thermocline264

up to November, progressively filling the water column, besides the first 5m which dis-265

play a less salty water of 37.4 to 37.8 g kg−1. Intrusions of salty water from 10 to 60 m266

create the conditions for salt-fingering below the MLD, as discussed by Kokoszka et al.267

[2021]. Temperature shows a more classical seasonal cycle. A maximum of 26.4 °C oc-268

curs in august (Fig. 2, bottom). High values decrease from 26.0 °C in July to 24.6 °C269

in September. Potentially unstable water parcels appear during winter at surface, from270

November to February, with the presence on the first 10m of relatively cold water, of271

around 0.05 °C to 0.25 °C colder than the rest of the water column. Stabilization of the272

water column starts in March, after the annual minimum of 14.0 °C opening the spring-273

summer periods that exhibits a classical thermocline deepening to 20m during the sea-274

son. Black contours in Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the density estimates over the seasonal275

cycle. From January to April, density variation contours follow better the MLD0.03
σ0

es-276

timation (Fig. 2, bottom, plain white lines), where the superscript defines the cho-277

sen σ0 threshold value to determine MLD (see Methods). From May to September, MLD278

estimate falls within the 10m-depth limit, in good agreement with density field. From279

October to December, the visual fit would lead to a steeper variation than the two cri-280

teria above. When relying on the temperature-based estimate (Fig. 2, bottom, dashed281

white lines), effect of salty layers is not taken properly into account and seasonal cy-282

cle estimation follows a sharper behaviour than the density-based one.283

4.1.3 Seasonal budgets and environmental context of the GoN284

The mean seasonal cycle of HC has a minimum in March, 1.05×108 Jm−2, and285

a maximum in October at 1.35 × 108 Jm−2 (Fig. 3.a,b). This cycle of the heat con-286

tent is comparable to the ERA5 surface heat content from fluxes, once integrated in time.287

Fig. 3.e shows both HC and integrated HF cycles (centered on zero with the mean value288
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being removed). Timing fit is different with the maximum of HC occurring in October,289

one month later than HF. Even if the net solar radiation dominates the fluxes, delay with290

the in situ estimation suggests clearly other contributors to the budget of the water-column.291

In terms of freshwater content, to reach the minimum of salinity in June, which is also292

the maximum deviation from a chosen reference value of 38.65 g kg−1 (Fig. 3.b), a FW293

addition of nearly 112 cm would be needed, and these values are 85 cm and 80 cm for De-294

cember and January, respectively. The freshest value appears to be later than the max-295

imum of atmospheric freshwater and river discharge, which occurs from February to April296

[Mariotti et al., 2002], and illustrated by the seasonal cycle of precipitation at the LTER-297

MC station (Fig. 3.f). Such delay is mostly due to the progressive accumulation of fresh298

water during the spring stratified period, which accumulates FW and concentrates it in299

a shallower water column. However, circulation may also contribute to occasionally de-300

crease salinity by the horizontal advection of freshwater across the shelf via filaments,301

as showed by Iermano et al. [2012].302

An indication of the whole column stability is given by IS the intensity of the strat-303

ification, whose seasonal cycle in Fig. 3.c presents a distribution centered on July-August.304

The minimum value is 0.06 kgm−3 in January, and the maximum of 3.32 and 3.38 kgm−3
305

is in July and August. Finally, we complete IS with the depth integrated buoyancy anomaly306

to the bottom (BC) that takes in account the full water-column content. In Fig. 3.d,307

BC presents a different distribution compared to IS, by being centered on September-308

October, to become steeper in December. This descriptor allows to discern between changes309

driven by buoyancy fluxes and involving the whole water column from processes occur-310

ring in different layers for internal mixing and lateral advection. This shows the differ-311

ence between IS and BC from May to November, questioning about the choice of the best312

macro-index to use to describe the state of the stratification [Sallée et al., 2021]. In Fig.313

3.d, BC is decomposed between temperature (red line) and salinity (blue line) to deter-314

mine their relative weight. BC is mostly driven by the temperature gradient, which con-315

tributes to maximum difference of 64.2 kgm−2 in September, while salinity reaches its316

maximum contribution in June-July around 8.17 kgm−2, representing a factor of nearly317

8 in favor to the temperature. But during the winter periods this dominant situation can318

invert and make salinity increasing its contribution by a factor 2 with respect to tem-319

perature. The main consequence of the salt contribution to the density is a limitation320

of the MLD estimates based on the density threshold, as showed on the mean salinity321

profiles in Fig. 2 (bottom), where MLD0.03
σ0

is generally shallower than MLD0.4
θ0 with322

the presence of relatively salty deeper layer. This situation refers to the commonly known323

case of barrier layer (Kara et al. [2000]), noticeably frequent in tropical areas (Vissa et324

al. [2013]), where MLD is overestimated when using temperature only, due to the sea-325

sonal contribution of salt to the density. Here this effect is due to dispersal of the runoff326

and not to direct precipitations, as in the open ocean.327

We complete the description of the environmental context of the GoN with the sea-328

sonal cycles of the physical parameters associated to the atmospherical forcings in the329

Fig. 4. Total surface fluxes varies from −100Wm−2 to 100Wm−2 with a maximum330

in June and a minimum and December-January, while shortwave fluxes, are maximal in331

June and July. Buoyancy fluxes reproduce this seasonal distribution and ranges in av-332

erage from −0.25×10−7 Wkg−1 to 1×10−7 Wkg−1, with a more regular increase from333

January to June and a steeper decrease from July to September. Sea waves and wind334

stress remarkably co-vary seasonally, the more intense seasons being winter (mean val-335

ues of height of waves of 0.7m and wind stress above 5×10−3 ms−1), while the quieter336

period is summer (mean values of height of waves of 0.4m and wind stress close to 3×337

10−3 ms−1). Wind components have some interesting seasonal cycle, u being westward338

in winter (close and above 0.5m s−1 from October to February), and eastward in sum-339

mer (above 1m s−1 from June to August). The component v has a different distribution,340

close to zero from February to June, southward in summer (close to 0.25m s−1 from July341

to September) and winter (close to 0.5m s−1 in December and January), and northward342
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in November with speed close to 0.5m s−1. This results in winds oriented toward East343

from May to August (angles close to 0° or 360°), toward West from December to Febru-344

ary (close to 200°), and oriented toward the North quarter in March-April (180° to 0°),345

and turning toward the South quarter in September, October and November (mainly 360°346

to 180°).347

4.1.4 Synthesis348

The preliminary comparison with the offshore area revealed the importance of fresh349

runoffs to the salinity cycle observed at the LTER-MC point in the GoN, and the prob-350

able presence of horizontal advection mechanisms that partially modulate the offshore351

to inshore gradient and limit the exchanges of salt. The site displays a classic seasonal352

cycle for temperature with the start of stratification in March and the progressive deep-353

ening of thermocline to 20m during spring-summer periods. By contrast salinity displays354

a time lag in its minimum in respect to the annual maxima of FW fluxes, highlighting355

the coastal character of the site, as also evidenced by the salinity values generally lower356

than the typical values of the Tyrrhenian sea [Napolitano et al., 2014]. The contribu-357

tion of fresher water to the stratification is maximum in June-July, while that of tem-358

perature is in September, the latter weighting 8:1 in respect to the former. The influ-359

ence of Tyrrhenian inflow is more evident from September to November, when a remark-360

able, progressively thickening salty layer with salinity values close to the annual max-361

imum overlies the progressively thinning bottom layer of relative less salty water but un-362

der a fresher layer with salinity lowered by coastal inputs. This intrusion affects the ver-363

tical stability, creating the conditions for salt fingering below the surface layers, as shown364

and discussed in Kokoszka et al. [2021]. In autumn and winter, instabilities are instead365

driven by temperature over the mixed layer that progressively deepens from 10 to 40 m366

with the stable layer progressively squeezed until its final disappearance in February. How-367

ever, reverse temperature gradients generate surface instabilities from October to Febru-368

ary. In BC, the contribution of salty water to the stratification is maximum in June-July,369

while that of temperature is in September, with the latter weighting between 4:1 and 8:1370

in respect to the former. From January to April, salinity dominates by contributing more371

than 50% to the BC index. The two indexes IS and BC characterize the whole water col-372

umn stability and display a different temporal pattern: IS has a maximum in August,373

while BC includes internal water column instabilities and has its maximum centered on374

September-October.375
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4.2 Inter-annual variability between 2001 and 2019376

4.2.1 Unfold the temperature and salinity: some specific periods that377

impact the heat and freshwater contents378

We calculate monthly anomalies to the mean seasonal cycle for T and S, in the lay-379

ers of interest defined by the LTER-MC protocol (surface, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 m380

deep). Results are presented in Fig. 5, top. The inter-annual variability is clearly vis-381

ible, and the succession of warm/cold and fresh/salty years is obvious to identify. This382

general overview indicates two typologies of anomalies for the temperature, from ±0.5 °C383

to ±1 °C in a large part of the full water-column (e.g. warm in 2001, 2002, 2007, 2014,384

2016, 2017, cold in 2004, 2006, 2012, or 2015), or intensified from ±1 °C to ±2 °C in more385

local layers (surface and sub-surface in 2002, 2004 and 2005, 2009, 2012 and 2018, or closer386

to the bottom at the end of 2010, 2015 and 2018). Salinity is marked too, with moder-387

ate anomalies from ±0.05 g kg−1 to ±0.15 g kg−1 distributed in the water-column (salty388

in 2001 to 2003, 2006, 2009, 2012 and 2013, 2016 and 2017, and fresh in 2002-2003, 2004,389

2009 to 2011, 2014 and 2015, 2018), or above ±0.2 g kg−1 in localized layers (in surface,390

salty in 2002, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2017 and 2019, and fresh in 2004, 2010-2011, 2014, 2019).391

These anomalies are integrated into the water-column budgets HC and FW, whose392

anomalies to their associated mean seasonal cycles are presented in Fig. 6, bottom,393

averaged by seasons year by years. Minimum anomalies of HC are visible during the fol-394

lowing periods: spring in 2004, 2005 and 2006, summer in 2004, autumn 2011, and win-395

ter 2005 and 2015, with values close and above −2 × 108 Jm−2. Moderate anomalies396

are visible too, from −0.5 × 108 Jm−2 to −1 × 108 Jm−2, during longer periods with397

successive seasons in 2009, 2011, 2012, spring and summer 2013, and in 2015. Positive398

anomalies are visible during the following periods: spring in 2001, 2002, 2007, 2014, 2016399

to 2018, summer in 2002, 2007-2008, 2016 to 2019, autumn in 2010, 2013-2014, 2016, 2017-400

2018, and winter in 2006, 2008, 2013-2014, and 2019, with values close and above 2×401

108 Jm−2. Moderate anomalies are visible too, from 0.5×108 Jm−2 to 1×108 Jm−2,402

during longer periods in 2002, 2008, then at the end of 2013, 2014, 2016, and the first403

half of 2017, then in 2018 and 2019. In Fig. 6, bottom freshest years occur in 2004,404

2007, 2009 to 2011, 2014 and early 2015 and late 2018, with anomalies values above 25 cm.405

Driest periods are the year 2001, the first semesters of 2002 and 2003, the years 2005,406

2006, then 2016, 2017 and 2019, with negative values below −20 cm.407

4.2.2 Inter-annual cycles : trends, modulations, and decadal variations408

Thereafter we mention the period 2001-2009 as the decade I, and the period pe-409

riod 2010-2019 as the decade II. We show in the Fig. 7 the inter-annual cycles of the410

quantities related to T and S, from in situ observations and ERA5. Both trends and mod-411

ulations can be observed, illustrating the complexity of the thermal and saline contri-412

butions in such area. Linear trends are shown in the Fig. 7 during the periods 2001-413

2019 (linear straight lines) and 2005-2019 (linear dashed lines). Values are summarized414

in the Tab. 1 (all the estimates are available in supplementary files, see Supplementary415

Information). Regarding the surface temperature (Fig. 7.a), in situ and satellite indi-416

cate increasing trends of respectively +0.01 °C/year and +0.033 °C/year during the pe-417

riod 2005-2019. Note that the heatwave event that occurred over all Western Europe dur-418

ing the summer 2003 (Olita et al. [2007]) is visible here, and creates a negative slope if419

taken in account for the trend calculation. Bottom temperature follows a trend of +0.03 °C/year420

(2005-2019) and exhibits a pseudo periodic modulation (from 3 to 5 years) in the same421

time than surface. This is visible too in the salinity and precipitations signals (Fig. 7,422

right), whose linear trends during 2005-2019 are +0.002 and +0.006 g kg−1/year (sur-423

face and bottom salinity), and +0.014mmd−1/year for P-E. The modulation is repeated424

into the HC and FW index (that integrates the full water-column), but with weak lin-425

ear trends (+0.003×109 Jm−2/year and −0.548 cm/year, respectively, during 2005-2019).426
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We show then variability of IS and BC in Fig. 7.e,f, whose inter-annual trends re-427

produce the same modulations (their differences being mainly seasonal), except for IS428

during the period 2013 to 2015. Compared to BC, IS shows a weaker trend. This proxy429

does not take in account the water-column content, that leads to mark trends in the BC430

budget. In BC (Fig. 7.f), the total contribution of T and S (black line) shows a decreas-431

ing trend (−0.12 kgm−2/year during 2001-2019), with a periodic modulation having a432

delayed phase of 1 to 2 years compared to HC during the decade I. Its thermal compo-433

nent (red line) follows the same modulation, and its decreasing trend is visible too (−0.24 kgm−2/year434

during 2001-2019), compensated in BC by the increasing trend of the saline component435

(+0.12 kgm−2/year during 2001-2019, in Fig. 7.g), that shows then a stronger contri-436

bution to the total BC during the decade II. Our interpretation is the following: even437

decreasing in intensity, the buoyancy is progressively reinforced in its saline component,438

stably ordered on the vertical dimension, i.e. relatively lighter (fresher) on surface and439

relatively heavy (salty) on bottom. This could be the signature of the horizontal advec-440

tion of different water parcels, whose rates of exchange between coast and offshore could441

lead the general trend observed on BC. This is suggested in Fig. 7.b, with a strong change442

in surface salinity during the second decade, passing from values centered from 37.8 g kg−1
443

to 38.0 g kg−1 during the decade I, to values from 37.6 g kg−1 to 37.8 g kg−1 in decade444

II. We can note the year 2017, marked by a mean peak of 38.2 g kg−1, and particularly445

strong negative anomalies of FW during the whole year (as seen before), and that was446

the driest in terms of precipitations rates (Fig. 7.i). The bottom salinity shows a more447

limited dynamic compared to the surface, but exhibits and increasing trend during the448

second decade. All these variations are compensated into the FW index (Fig. 7.d), that449

in the same way than HC takes in account the full water-column, and consequently does450

not show such clear trends. The long term general variability observed in the inter-annual451

cycle of precipitations appears to impact the local content of salinity. P-E shows an in-452

creasing trend disrupted by groups of dry years (2001, 2006-2007, 2011, 2015-2016, 2017),453

but direct correspondence with salinity is rendered complex, probably due to the effect454

of horizontal advection of water masses at the coastal area, importing both fresh runoffs455

from the coast, and salty parcels from offshore. Finally, the inter-annual cycle of the sur-456

face fluxes (Fig. 7.h) reproduces well the increasing trend in the Mediterranean Sea as457

shown by Criado-Aldeanueva et al. [2012]. This macro driver is of interest as it describes458

the state of the large scale atmospherical forcings that applied to our regional area. Here459

we can describe its cycle by two periods, from low fluxes in decade I to higher fluxes in460

decade II. This descriptive framework will drive us then to the inter-annual cycle of sea-461

sons, when these trends have been stronger.462

4.2.3 Impact on the mixed layer depth463

The inter-annual mean values of MLD0.03
σ0

(Fig. 8) identify 2007 as the year with464

the deepest mean MLD, nearly 32m, while 2013, 2015 and 2019 are the years with the465

shallowest MLDs, with values lower than 19m (Tab. 2). Also the cumulative of the strat-466

ified weeks displays a wide range of values (Fig. 8, gray line), with the shortest du-467

rations in 2002, 2003, 2007 and 2009 (from 26 to 29 weeks) and the longest ones in 2001,468

2004-2005, 2011, 2013-2014, 2017 and 2019 (from 35 to 42 weeks, see Tab. 2 and Fig.469

8). Therefore changes in duration of stratification can go up to three months. The time470

series could be divided in groups of years displaying a long-term decadal trend interrupted471

by transition years, as we identify the two main periods I and II. Inside these two groups,472

various shortest periods can be identified. The periods 2001-2003 and 2004-2007 mark473

two deepening trends in the MLD, reflecting in the two decreasing trends seen in the cu-474

mulative of weeks. Then the period 2008-2011 shows a shallowing and an elongation of475

the cumulative, disrupted in 2012, and followed then by a more constant period in 2013-476

2015 with a relatively shallow MLD (< 20 m) and long stratified periods (from 35 to 38477

weeks). The final part of the time series recalls in some part its beginning from 2001 to478

2003, with a deepening during 2016-2018 followed by some shallowing in 2019. The change479
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in the cumulative of the stratified weeks follows a period of 3 to 5 years. The time course480

of the mixed layer displays a significant inter-annual variability with the initiation of the481

stratification fluctuating between March and April, and a progressive increase of its end482

in late autumn, with variations in the cumulative of stratified weeks up to three months.483

The maximum duration occurred in 2011 with 42 weeks, almost 80% of the whole year.484

In general, shallower ML tend to last longer while deeper ones tend to be shorter. The485

seasonal decomposition (Fig. 8, bottom) allows us to identify the autumnal cycle as486

the closest to the inter-annual cycle of the whole year, and winter is the season when the487

inter-annual trend and shift between decades are the most visible. It is noteworthy to488

point out that the spring cycle tends to present a moderate trend of deepening, with val-489

ues below 15 m in 2003-2008, slightly shifting above 15 m during the decade II. Consid-490

ering winters, the water-column can be qualified of ’fully mixed’ (MLD
2001-2009

winter ≈ 57.9m)491

during the decade I, while the situation is rarer during the decade II (MLD
2010-2019

winter ≈492

44.7m).493

4.2.4 Synthesis494

Inter-annual variability is clearly visible with a succession of warm/cold and fresh/salty495

years. This general overview indicates two typologies of anomalies for both temperature496

and salinity, in a large part of the full water-column, and in more local layers (surface497

and sub-surface for T and S, or closer to the bottom for T). Various trends and mod-498

ulations can be observed in the inter-annual series, illustrating the complexity of the ther-499

mal and saline contributions to the stratification in such area. In general surface and bot-500

tom (T, S, P-E, SST) shows trends between decades (Tab. 1), and remarkable modu-501

lations with a period from 3 to 5 years. Integrated quantities (HC, FW) exhibits weaker502

trends and modulations too, with various phases (BC delayed of 1 to 2 years compared503

to HC in the decade I). Comparing the two decades, we can see a strong change in the504

surface salinity, passing from values centered from 37.8 g kg−1 to 38.0 g kg−1 during the505

decade I, to values from 37.6 g kg−1 to 37.8 g kg−1 during the decade II. This indicates506

that water-columns budgets may not change (sensu of the trends for HC, FW), while507

stratification can increase or decrease (BC). The long term general variability observed508

into the inter-annual cycle of precipitations appears to impact the local content of salin-509

ity. P-E shows an increasing trend disrupted by groups of dry years, but direct corre-510

spondence with salinity is rendered complex (+0.002 g kg−1/year during 2005-2019, but511

−0.004 g kg−1/year if considering 2001-2019), probably due to the mitigating effect of512

horizontal advection in the coastal area, importing both fresh runoffs from the coast, and513

salty parcels from the offshore. The inter-annual cycle of the surface fluxes (+0.74Wm−2/year514

for Qnet during 2001-2019) reproduces well the decadal variability observed in the Mediter-515

ranean Sea as shown by Criado-Aldeanueva et al. [2012]. We propose to describe the vari-516

ability by two periods, from low fluxes during the decade I to higher fluxes during the517

decade II. During the whole period 2001-2019, linear trends are of +3.82×10−10 Wkg−1/year518

for BF, +2.0×10−6 ms−1/year for u∗. In terms of proxy of the stratification, mean inter-519

annual values of MLD0.03
σ0

indicates a shallowing of −0.30m/year during the period 2001-520

2019 (−0.53m/year if considering 2005-2019), progressively confined toward surface. Count-521

ing the weeks when the values are above 22 m, shortest cumulative ranges from 26 to522

29 weeks, and longest from 35 to 42 weeks, showing an increasing trends of this ’dura-523

tion’ between the two main periods I and II. This long-term decade trend is interrupted524

by transition years, and the change in the cumulative exhibits the same modulations as525

observed in the thermal and saline drivers. When decomposing by seasons, the autum-526

nal cycle is the closest to the inter-annual cycle of the whole year. A more moderate trend527

of deepening is visible in spring (+0.14m/year during 2005-2019, see supplementary Tab.528

S1) with values below 15 m in 2003-2008, slightly shifting above 15 m during the 2010-529

2019 decade. Winter is the season when the inter-annual trend and shift between decades530

is the most visible: during winters of the decade I, the water-column can be considered531
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’fully mixed’ (MLD
2001-2009

winter ≈ 57.9m) , then the situation is rarer during the decade532

II (MLD
2010-2019

winter ≈ 44.7m).533
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4.3 Inter-annual variability of the winter season534

We identified the main drivers of the seasonal cycles, and the inter-annual mod-535

ulations of the external forcing, such as rain and heat fluxes, with their impact on the536

in situ budgets of heat content and freshwater. We investigate here the consequences on537

the MLD itself. With such a signal in winter (−1.27m/year during the period 2001-2019),538

in the next part we focus on the inter-annual variability of the drivers during this sea-539

son. We introduce estimates of the regional forcings, calculated from the bulk param-540

eters extracted from the ERA5 data set (see Methods). To provide insights between me-541

chanical and thermodynamical contributions to the deepening of the MLD, we use the542

wind and surface fluxes fields to infer the wind friction on surface (u∗) and the buoyancy543

fluxes (BF). The variability of the wind intensity is informative on the local vertical mix-544

ing processes, but here we investigate also the variability of the wind direction since the545

boundary effect due to the geographical embayment of the LTER-MC station could have546

an influence on the accumulation/export of fresh/salty water parcels. At the top of these547

quantities we describe the time series of the climatic indices of the NAO and WEMO548

(see Methods) as proxy of the atmospherical context driving the neighbour basins, and549

possibly influencing our regional area, as it has been shown to have a decadal impact on550

the northern part of the Mediterranean area [Bonifacio et al., 2019]. All of the mentioned551

variables during winter are presented in Fig. 9 (the time series for all seasons can be552

consulted in the supplementary Fig. S2). Indices in Fig. 9 reveal a shift to the Atlantic553

westerlies influence (i.e., positive NAO and WEMO) after 2010 that is particularly vis-554

ible on winter seasons, while the WEMO index was quasi always negative during the decade555

I (i.e., steady dominant Mediterranean easterlies). When performing T-Test between two556

separated segments of the inter-annual winter series, to confirm statistically different regimes557

(e.g. here two decades), the best results are obtained when comparing the segments [2001-558

2009] and [2010-2018]. We obtain low p-values of 0.008 for MLD, 0.038 for ∆S (differ-559

ence of surface salinity between the GoN and outside), 0.027 for u∗, 0.064 for NAO, 0.004560

for WeMO, and moderately significant values of 0.206 and 0.234 for BF and the wind561

direction. This reinforces the situations we depicted previously about the two decadal562

periods I ans II, inside whom the interplay and dominance between drivers could have563

been different.564

4.3.1 The hypothesis of a regime shift in winter after the transition of565

2009-2010566

The seasonal decomposition reveals an interesting variability, with a possible win-567

ter shift during after the transition of 2009-2010, suggesting an Atlantic influence over568

the Mediterranean area, possibly observable at the LTER-MC point. The regime shift569

between East-Mediterranean and West-Atlantic is visible on the wind trades (Fig. 9)570

showing the appearance of winds oriented toward the coast (below 150°, so orientated571

toward East to Northwest), marking a difference with the dominance of the wind ori-572

ented to the offshore during the decade I. In the wind, the inter-annual series is marked573

by a diminishing in the energy with the friction passing from around 5.5×10−3 ms−1
574

during the decade I, to around 4.8×10−3 ms−1 during II. We showed that the mixed575

layer can be limited in winter by the salty content, and this could be amplified by the576

increase in salt visible in Fig. 9 during the decade II. Interestingly, during this period577

this signal seems to couple with the offshore salinity. This could be an indicator of fa-578

vorized exchange with the open Tyrrhenian area in the horizontal import/export of in-579

shore/offshore parcels. The increase in the convective BF is visible too, passing from low580

values from −3 × 10−8 Wkg−1 to −4 × 10−8 Wkg−1 before the mid 2010s, to larger581

values after.582
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4.3.2 Investigation of the mixed layer depth’s drivers583

4.3.2.1 Two different regimes in winter in functions of the wind and the buoyancy584

fluxes The winter trends revealed a remarkable relationship between the MLD and the585

wind stress during the two decades. In Fig. 10 a linear trend is visible between aver-586

aged MLD and u∗ during the decade II. Decade II shows a linear control, low/high stress587

associated to a shallow/deep MLD regime, not visible during the decade I. Interestingly,588

decade I indicates a cluster of deep MLD (> 50 m) associated with intense low BF (<589

−3×10−8 Wkg−1), while decade II suggest a more linear distribution. In terms of wind590

direction, decade I indicates dominant directions centered on around 220° (blowing to-591

ward the South-West quarter, i.e. in direction of the offshore), while the decade II shows592

more variance with directions spreading widely toward the North direction (i.e. blow-593

ing in direction of the coast). About the inshore-offshore gradient of salinity in surface,594

deep values of MLD are associated with the largest and positive differences beween the595

GoN and the Tyrrhenian area (i.e. GoN relatively saltier), while the decade II shows an596

increasing coupling with the open area, with differences diminishing toward zero, or be-597

ing negative (i.e. GoN relatively fresher). Due to presence of mesoscale features all the598

year long, we hypothesize that a coupled configuration would be favorable to express the599

influence of such structures inside the GoN by redistributing fresh/salty parcels during600

the decade II.601

4.3.2.2 Relative contributions of the selected drivers to the MLD’s modelization602

To go further and extend this analysis to the other seasons when the trends of the MLD603

are less marked (i.e. spring and autumn), we perform a random forest regression to as-604

sess the individual weights of the various contributors to the MLD (see Methods). We605

aim to modelize the in situ MLD in function of independent external parameters (i.e.606

external data set such as provided by Copernicus, like ERA5). To this, we hypothesize607

that large-scale atmospherical conditions (sensu climate indices NAO or WEMO) could608

have led to different dynamical regimes, i.e. thermodynamical (e.g. convective fluxes)609

and mechanical (e.g. wind stress) forcing could have varied in their dominance and tim-610

ing. To distinguish between some possible cases, the regression tree has been trained by611

subsets, splitting the time series by seasons and decades I and II, trying to reproduce612

the observations of the MLD with the help of predictors. The importance of the predic-613

tors are shown in Fig. 11, aside from the scatter plots of the MLD predicted by each614

training. Performance values are presented in the Tab. 3. The regression performed bet-615

ter for the decade I (correlation of 0.89) compared to the decade II (0.75). In general,616

when compared to observations, the mean error between prediction and validation data617

is lower than if using an atlas value (i.e. using the 2001-2019 monthly averages of MLD):618

we improve the estimate when using the prediction. When looking at seasons individ-619

ually by decades, the training assimilation of the winter I was more difficult, with a fit620

whose quality performs less better (p-value 0.12) than for the winter II (significant p-621

value 0.00174). In spring and autumn a better performance is obtained in predicting the622

MLD, and for both decades the errors are reduced when using the prediction instead of623

the atlas. Keeping apart the limitations, especially for the winter II, we show the good624

performance of the method. Even if the results in winter have to be considered with care,625

we briefly describe them here for sake of completeness. During the decade I, a dominant626

importance is given by the wind direction (more than 20%), while during decade II that627

role is given to BF (more than 30%). BF are more stabilizing during this decade, with628

the general tendency of heat increase, and, as suggested before, this reinforces the hy-629

pothesis that more possibility is given to the wind stress in the role of mixing the sur-630

face layer. To resume: the situation of deep MLD (decade I) could be set by the con-631

sistent wind direction aligned toward the offshore (dilution of coastal fresh runoffs), and632

strong convective BF, helped secondarily by the intermittent wind events. Then the sit-633

uation of shallow MLD (decade II) could results from a change in the wind direction re-634

taining fresh water parcels close to the coast, a more stable BF, and a wind stress con-635

trolling linearly the deepening of the MLD given the more stable configuration. This sit-636

uation could be repeated in spring during the decade II: P-E passes from 10 to 20%, and637
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the wind stress from 5 to 20%. This interpretation could be applied to the autumn too,638

with more importance given to the SST (more than 30%), whose increase could matter639

to the shallowing tendency of the MLD. This could set the stable configuration, against640

which the wind stress (importance increasing from 5 to 10% between decade I and II)641

could express its linear control of the deepening, as in the winter configuration.642

4.3.3 Synthesis643

We characterized the atmospherical context. Two opposite trends in the surface644

fluxes are visible during the quasi bi-decadal period, while NAO and WEMO indices sug-645

gest a regime shift that happened in winter after the years 2009-2010. The regime shift646

is visible through wind trades, shifting from the easterlies dominance during the decade647

I, to the appearance of westerlies components during the decade II. Decade II is marked648

by a diminishing in the energy with the wind stress, higher BF (i.e. less destabilizing),649

and more spread winds toward the coast, and more coupling with the offshore in terms650

of salinity. Decade I is marked by lower BF (i.e. more destabilizing), winds oriented to-651

ward the offshore, and less coupling with the offshore in terms of salinity. As shown by652

the inter-annual seasonal decomposition of the MLD, the main inter-annual shallowing653

trend is mostly visible during in the Dec.-Feb. season (winter), and reproduced secon-654

darily in the Sep.-Nov. season (autumn), while Mar.-May (spring) shows a slight deep-655

ening trend. When related to the MLD, the remarkable linear trends that oppose be-656

tween the two decades suggest a situation dominated by the BF in decade I, and by the657

wind in decade II. During the decade II, the mechanical mixing due to wind could ex-658

press more linearly than in the decade I, due to the stabilizing effect of the import of fresh659

parcels by the horizontal circulation (e.g. mesoscale).660
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5 Discussion661

Our detailed analysis of the 2001-2019 time series of temperature and salinity at662

the LTER-MC station allowed us to extend and complete the former study by Ribera d’Alcala663

et al. [2004] by characterizing the relative importance of the main drivers of the water664

column dynamics for this specific site over the two decades. This creates an appropri-665

ate framework to formulate hypotheses on the impact of predicted climate changes on666

the area and to depict possible scenarios with which plankton communities should scope667

in the near future. The link between plankton dynamics at the site and the water col-668

umn structure is the subject of an ongoing analysis which necessitated the work presented669

here.670

5.1 Overview of this coastal area : classic in temperature, specific in salin-671

ity, both subjects to seasonal and inter-annual trends672

The climatological pattern at the site displays a classic seasonal cycle for temper-673

ature (minimum in February-March, maximum in July-August), whose inter-annual trend674

follows the warming trend inferred from the satellite observations on temperature sur-675

face, locally or over the whole Mediterranean basin since the mid 2010s [Iona et al., 2018].676

This increasing trend and its overlap with a modulation of multi-annual periods, from677

3 to 5 years, will be discussed thereafter. This impacts both surface and bottom depths,678

making linear trend less visible as we consider the full water-column instead of surface679

only. This shows that warming impacted the full water-column in such a shallow area,680

where variability is marked by the oscillating multi-annual modulations, without show-681

ing a clear net increase (or decrease) during the period considered. This suggests the need682

for longer consistent monitoring to identify more significant linear trends.683

Salinity also plays an important role in the water column stability via the estab-684

lishment of the surface freshwater layer in spring and of the salty water layer at mid-depth685

in September-November. This saltier water is an intrusion of offshore water, marking a686

specific dependency of this coastal site to the regional ocean circulation. Because of this687

intrusion the water column divides in three layers, with salinity maximum and interme-688

diate temperature which promote double diffusion with the surface and the bottom layer,689

as shown in the study by Kokoszka et al. [2021] that highlighted the presence and per-690

sistence of density staircases below the MLD at this moment of the year. This could have691

an effect on the MLD itself, as it stabilizes the surface layer, and could drive the pro-692

longation of the stratified period longer in the season, as it will be discussed thereafter.693

The maximum of freshwater input occurs before the salinity minimum since it is masked694

by the vertical mixing in later winter. Moreover, this creates the condition of a barrier695

layer (Kara et al. [2000], Vissa et al. [2013]), leading to an overestimation of the MLD696

if inferred from temperature profiles instead of density, that includes this haline contri-697

bution. This salty water type results from the summer evaporation occurring in the Tyrrhe-698

nian sea or in outer part of the Gulf, since the surface layer at the site is, for most of time,699

fresher than the water underneath, because of the inputs from the coast, or because of700

fresh water advected from the close Sarno river [Cianelli et al., 2012, 2017], or from the701

neighboring Gulf of Gaeta [Iermano et al., 2012]. Considering the surface, the prelim-702

inary comparison with the offshore area revealed the importance of fresh runoffs effects703

on the salinity cycle as observed at the LTER-MC point in the GoN, having its mini-704

mum in May-June, one month later than the offshore, and two months later than the705

annual maxima of fresh water inputs occurring in February-March. This is also evidenced706

through the salinity values which are generally lower than the typical values of the Tyrrhe-707

nian sea [Napolitano et al., 2014].708

This reveals the influence of fresh water content on coastal character of the site span-709

ning over a longer time than the regional inputs, and suggests the presence of horizon-710

tal advection mechanisms that mitigate the offshore/inshore salty exchanges [Iermano711
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et al., 2012, Cianelli et al., 2015]. From this simple climatological cycle, we assume a com-712

plex interplay between vertical processes and variable horizontal inputs, since the strat-713

ification at the site does not simply result from the strict local atmospheric forcing, heat714

and momentum fluxes, and precipitation, but is significantly impacted by land inputs715

on one hand and coupling with larger scale circulation on the other.716

5.2 What do we learn from the trends we can observe at the coastal area717

?718

The inter-annual cycle of the surface fluxes reproduces the decadal variability ob-719

served in the Mediterranean Sea well, with the increasing trend initiated from the mid720

2010’s shown in Criado-Aldeanueva et al. [2012]. We can identify two cycles within its721

cycle, from low fluxes between 2001-2009, to higher fluxes between 2010-2019. In terms722

of atmospheric context, two opposite trends are visible in the surface fluxes, during a quasi723

bi-decadal period, while NAO and WEMO indices suggest a regime shift in the winter724

seasons after the years 2009-2010 [Bonifacio et al., 2019]. This could have led to a dif-725

ferent interplay between wind and convective forcings, that we will discuss thereafter.726

We show that, even while being in a shallow coastal area, the site is not only influenced727

by local land inputs (fresh runoffs), but also by basin-scale drivers whose differentiation728

is rendered complex by the combination of their multi-decadal and decadal variabilities,729

as shown and discussed by [Parker et al., 2007], or more recently, the work of J. Zhang730

et al. [2020] on the North Atlantic multidecadal variability in the mid-high latitude. In731

our study, we pave the way to a better understanding of such interactions in the Tyrrhe-732

nian and Mediterranean Sea that could impact the coastal marine ecosystems services733

of the GoN.734

More locally, we showed that the main driver of the fresh water budget is precip-735

itation, directly and indirectly, which has significantly more impact than evaporation.736

It implies that long term changes are also possibly impacted by the effects of climate change737

on the surrounding territories, which include regions with important winter snow accu-738

mulations (note the proximity of Mount Vesuvius, in the northern part of the gulf, and739

the Monti Lattari in its southeastern part, these mountain systems having altitudes higher740

than 1200 m). However it is not just the local precipitation, i.e., that directly falls in the741

Gulf, but also those conveyed to the GoN via the catchment area land side of the Gulf742

that contribute. Note that without measurements of the river runoffs contribution, they743

were not accounted for despite the fact that they are likely important over this coastal744

area (the Sarno river runoff into the Gulf of Naples is about 13 m3 s−1, while the Volturno745

river runoff into the Gulf of Gaeta is about 82 m3 s−1, from Albanese et al. [2012]). Fur-746

ther stratification enhancement derives from the contrast between a fresher surface layer747

and saltier layer underneath which is very seldom interrupted by events of flushing by748

offshore waters (pinpoint) which reinforces the prolongation of the stratified period and749

the tendency toward a shallower MLD over the years. In a context of rising air and sea750

temperatures, and of intensifying extreme events such as storms, floods and even, recently,751

Mediterranean hurricanes, the fresh water influence becomes a primer in such regional752

area surrounded by land and mountains [Volosciuk et al., 2016, Koseki et al., 2020, W. Zhang753

et al., 2020].754

The system being fresher and more stratified, it then raises the question of its con-755

nectivity to the offshore. Interestingly, the seasonal decomposition and comparison with756

the neighbouring Tyrrhenian Sea during winter suggested an enhanced coupling between757

offshore and embayment during the decade 2010-2019. It remains to determine if such758

coupling was facilitated by a shallower winter MLD (i.e. more stratified situations) that759

promoted horizontal exchanges between the gulf and the open area. Contribution of mesoscale760

through water parcels mixing and advection remains to be investigated. The seasonal-761

ity associated to the mesoscale may be different from the seasonality of external drivers,762

the vortices structures being present all year long [Fernandez et al., 2005, Bonaduce et763
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al., 2021], while submesoscale flows can be expected to be much stronger in winter than764

in summer [Callies et al., 2015]. The role of submesoscale, considered here as the forma-765

tion of filaments, depends also on the runoff input of high potential vorticity (maximal766

in spring and early summer) and in general from anomalies in the stratification. An en-767

hanced coupling between the internal/external areas during the decade 2010-2019 could768

have then promoted trade-offs driven by such structures, whose role on the redistribu-769

tion of the water parcels (fresh or salty) inside the Gulf remains to be determined.770

5.3 MLD : a proxy of the stratification resulting from interplaying pro-771

cesses772

The MLD, taken as a proxy of the stratification, evolved over years, while the macro773

indexes (intensity of the stratification, and buoyancy anomaly content) neither reflected774

the same evolution. Even if marked by the periodic modulations discussed before, the775

inter-annual average of the MLD shows a remarkable trend in its shallowing. The MLD776

is progressively confined towards the surface, and this is coupled with a lengthening in777

the cumulative of the stratified weeks over the quasi 20 year time span (from shortest778

between 26 to 29 weeks, to longest from 35 to 42 weeks). The inter-annual variations show779

an increasing trend of this ’duration’, between two main periods 2001-2009 and 2010-780

2019. This long-term decade trend is interrupted by transition years, and the change in781

the cumulative shows the same modulations as those observed in the thermal and saline782

drivers.783

When decomposing by seasons, we identify that the autumnal cycle is the closest784

to inter-annual cycle of the whole year, while a moderate trend of deepening is visible785

in spring with values above 15 m during the second decade. This may be due to salin-786

ity which contributes 50% more than temperature to buoyancy content in general from787

January to April (situation of cold waters with salty parcels in the water-column, remain-788

ing from the winter period). Winter is the season when the inter-annual trend is the most789

visible, with a remarkable shift between the two decades 2001-2009 and 2010-2019, the790

water-column possibly being considered ’fully mixed’ during the decade I, followed by791

a rare situation during the decade II. As shown by Zingone et al. [2010], this period is792

of importance for the physical and biological marine ecosystem of the Gulf of Naples,793

as it sometimes reproduces (prolongates) the late-summer nutrients-rich conditions, and794

primes the primary production for the next spring.795

We present here our hypothesis about the ML control: accumulating freshwater in796

a salty arena and disrupting it with the wind. We propose here a speculative scheme about797

the fresh runoff inter-playing with wind forcing on the surface layer, from the end of sum-798

mer to the heart of winter. Under easterlies conditions (e.g. dominant regime suggested799

during 2001-2009), the river fresh water output can be exported offshore and diluted within800

the ambient salty water, leading to the classic scheme of a ML extending to the bottom,801

controlled primarily by destabilizing convection and wind. Shifting the wind regime to802

westerlies (e.g. suggested during 2010-2019), and considering the barrier made by the803

coast on which the continuous river discharge takes place, the situation could lead to an804

accumulation of fresh water at the coast, as it has been suggested by Cianelli et al. [2017].805

This amount of water could inhibit the convective processes and limit the mixed layer806

to shallow depths compared to the previous case involving easterlies. With less desta-807

bilizing convective fluxes, the control could be done by the wind, as suggested by our inter-808

annual analysis of winter. In this context, the timing of intense wind events could be a809

primer, by disrupting the stable state intermittently and mixing the water-column. This810

could explain the elongation of the stratified period as observed during the 2010-2019811

autumnal periods, with the conjunction of westerlies components in the wind direction,812

late storm events, and fresh water load into the system through the precipitation.813
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5.4 The GoN as a monitoring area of both physical and biological changes814

When considering the Gulf of Naples in full, our study highlights the complexity815

of the ocean circulation reflected in the coastal observations, as it was recently pointed816

in the work of de Ruggiero et al. [2020] that assessed the dynamics of the area during817

a specific year (2016). The GoN is subject to various connectivity between its inner ar-818

eas, and those that remain to be identified precisely to assess the impact on dynamic and819

variability of the biological communities. For this, a study on lagrangian studies, ded-820

icated to follow chosen particles inputs (e.g. nutrients and pollutants discharge from the821

Sarno river, coastal runoffs from particular hotspots, or oligotrophic offshore waters) us-822

ing ocean drifters and trajectories in numerical model, should be done in future stud-823

ies. This would better answer the question on coupling between physics and biology when824

the coastal system experiences long-term trends, inter-annual modulations and extreme825

events : what are the biological responses to such stresses (or opportunities) for the ecosys-826

tem communities ?827

In the context of climate change, we expect that the Mediterranean basin would828

go through an increase in fresh inputs (E-P) [Alpert et al., 2013], with heat waves oc-829

curring intermittently [Darmaraki et al., 2019, Holbrook et al., 2020]. This would cause830

an increase in salinity [Skliris et al., 2018] with a parallel increase in density, very weakly831

compensated by the increase in temperature. Accurate knowledge of the horizontal salin-832

ity field and wind stress are required to correctly determine the onset and breakdown833

of stratification [Ruiz-Castillo et al., 2019]. The local state of the surface layer is of im-834

portance here, as is the interplay with remote factor such as basins scale climate indices835

(i.e. NAO and WEMO), like timing and intensity of wind events have been shown to be836

controlled by larger scale features. In this case, a regime shift could impact the config-837

uration of important parameters like wind, and consequently its directional forcing on838

the coastal system. More stratification leads to inhibited exchanges between the inter-839

nal layers of the water column and the atmosphere, but promotes internal wave activ-840

ity [Woodson, 2018], changing the way nearshore ecosystems are exposed to deep offshore841

waters. The present study of the long term time series, from CTD observations obtained842

with a consistent effort – but nevertheless relatively simple, shows the importance, as843

pointed recently by [Bonifacio et al., 2019], to accumulate and build regional climate in-844

dexes. It proposes a step forward to the constitution of an index and atlas for future stud-845

ies, that could strengthen the predictability of the marine coastal ecosystems with the846

joint contributions of numerical simulations, machine learning, and comparisons to in847

situ observations.848
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6 Tables1063

Period [2005-2019] Period [2001-2019]
Linear trends / year Linear trends / year

LTER-MC
MLD −0.53m −0.30m
MLD winter −1.29m −1.27m
Tsurface +0.01 °C −0.015 °C
Tbottom +0.03 °C +0.008 °C
Ssurface +0.002 g kg−1 −0.004 g kg−1

Sbottom +0.006 g kg−1 +0.003 g kg−1

HC +2.93 × 106 Jm−2 −1.13 × 106 Jm−2

FW −0.548 cm −0.091 cm

BCT+S −0.20 kgm−2 −0.12 kgm−2

BCT −0.34 kgm−2 −0.24 kgm−2

BCS +0.14 kgm−2 +0.12 kgm−2

IS −0.0029 kgm−3 −0.0006 kgm−3

ERA5
SST +0.033 °C +0.013 °C
P-E +0.014mmd−1 +0.038mmd−1

BF +4.20 × 10−10 Wkg−1 +3.82 × 10−10 Wkg−1

u∗ +6.0 × 10−6 ms−1 +2.0 × 10−6 ms−1

Qnet +0.74Wm−2 +0.67Wm−2

Qshortwave +0.045Wm−2 +0.022Wm−2

Table 1: Linear trends of the main quantities. More estimates with detailed statistics are
available in Supplementary Materials.
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Year MLD Start End τ
(m) (week) (week) (week)

2001 23.7 6 44 39
2002 26.9 15 42 28
2003 26.6 17 42 26
2004 19.8 13 47 35
2005 23.9 11 46 36
2006 28.9 12 44 33
2007 32.3 13 41 29
2008 30.8 12 42 31
2009 26.4 14 42 29
2010 25.4 9 41 33
2011 20.8 6 47 42
2012 25.4 12 47 36
2013 19.1 10 47 38
2014 20.0 8 45 38
2015 17.8 11 45 35
2016 22.5 10 45 36
2017 23.7 7 44 38
2018 26.0 14 44 31
2019 15.8 7 43 37

Table 2: Inter-annual averages of MLD0.03
σ . Start and end refer to the weeks of the year

when MLD < 22m and > 22m ; τ is the difference (+1).

[2001-2009] [2010-2019]
All Spring Autumn Winter All Spring Autumn Winter

Data (N) 468 117 108 126 520 130 120 140
Training (N) 374 93 86 100 416 104 96 112
Validation (N) 94 24 22 26 104 26 24 28

MLDvalid(m) 27.0 18.5 22.2 55.4 23.3 16.2 18.0 49.2

MLDatlas(m) 23.3 16.8 22.8 51.2 25.9 17.2 20.0 49.4

MLDpredi(m) 26.8 15.5 22.6 58.4 24.0 16.2 17.2 39.6

|MLDatlas − MLDvalid|(m) 7.91 6.80 6.40 16.4 9.55 5.99 6.11 19.0

|MLDpredi − MLDvalid|(m) 5.93 5.50 5.00 13.8 8.04 5.44 4.35 17.8

Accuracy (%) 73.8 78.1 73.9 57.2 59.3 69.9 78.8 52.7

= 100 − 100 × |predi − valid|/valid

Linear regression
MLDpredi vs. MLDvalid
R2 0.79 0.89 0.63 0.09 0.56 0.33 0.70 0.32
p-value 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.12051 0.0 0.00186 0.0 0.00174
Corr. coef. 0.89 0.94 0.80 0.31 0.75 0.58 0.83 0.56

Table 3: Performance of the random forest regression. MLDvalid refers to the fraction of
data kept apart for the validation (not used during the training), MLDpredi refers to the
prediction, and MLDatlas refers to the averaged values established from the climatology,
that would have been used as alternative estimates to observations or predictions.
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7 Figures captions1064

Figure 1: Bathymetry and topography of the Gulf of Naples in Campania, Italy (data
from GEBCO [2020]), along the Tyrrhenian Sea in the Mediterranean basin. In pink dots,
the 75m-deep LTER-MC coastal sampling site (14.25◦E, 40.80◦N), and an offshore loca-
tion to make a comparison to the coastal time series. Blue-green diamonds: the Volturno
and Sarno’s river mouths. Thin lines indicate the 50, 200, 300 and 400 m deep isobaths,
and thick ones indicate 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 m deep.

Figure 2: Cilmatology of the temperature (left) and salinity (right), at the surface (top)
and in the water-column (bottom), during the period 2001-2019. Top : seasonal cycles of
surface temperature and salinity of the inshore observations at the LTER-MC point (gray
points and plain lines), and the offshore data from the Med Sea reanalysis in the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea (dashed lines). Bottom : monthly-averaged of vertical profiles of temperature
and salinity, calculated from all the CTD profiles available (2001-2019). Black contours
indicate the potential density σ0 (kgm−3) ; plain white the MLD0.03

σ0
; dashed-white the

MLD0.4
θ0 .

Figure 3: Seasonal cycles of (a) heat content index (Jm−2), (b) freshwater content index
(cm), (c) intensity of stratification (kgm−3), (d) buoyancy content (kgm−2, decomposed
by T in red, and S in blue), (e) heat content from fluxes (ERA5) integrated in time (vs.
HC index in situ), (f) precipitation P and evaporation E rates (mmd−1, from ERA5)

.

Figure 4: From ERA5 parameters, (a) seasonal cycles of surface fluxes (total and short-
wave, Jm−2), (b) buoyancy fluxes (Wkg−1), (c) significant sea wave height (m), (d) wind
stress (m s−1), (e) wind velocities components (m s−1), and (f) wind direction (angular°)
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Figure 5: Times series of the vertical profiles of the (a,c) temperature and (b,d) salinity
anomalies, calculated as the difference to their associated seasonal cycles. Profiles have
been averaged by months and main layers (centered on 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70
m) from the MC465 to MC1353 (January 2001 to December 2019).

Figure 6: Mean values of the (a) heat and (b) freshwater content anomalies, calculated
by averaging over the season periods of the years.

Figure 7: Inter-annual cycles of quantities related to temperature (on the left), and to
salinity (on the right). Straight lines refer to the linear trends (during 2001-2019, and
2005-2019, see Tab. 1). (a) Surface and bottom temperature (°C) (note the offset of 4 °C
for the bottom temperature in dashed line, and in pink the SST from ERA5), (b) surface
and bottom salinity (g kg−1), (c) heat content index (Jm−2), (d) freshwater content in-
dex (cm), (e and f) buoyancy content (kgm−2, decomposed by T in red, and S in blue),
(g) surface fluxes (Wm−1, from ERA5), (h) rates of precipitation P and evaporation E
(mmd−1, from ERA5).

Figure 8: (Top) Mean inter-annual values of the MLD (black line), and number of strat-
ified weeks when MLD0.03

σ0
< 22m (grey line). (Bottom). Mean inter-annual values of

the MLD, decomposed by seasons (spring refers March-May ; summer to June-August ;
autumn to September-November ; winter to December-February of the next year).

Figure 9: Inter-annual variability during the winter season.

Figure 10: MLD in function of the independent drivers, during the winter period in two
decades (light blue : years [2001-2009]; dark blue : years [2010-2019]), representing the
mechanical forcing (u∗), thermal convection (BF), the direction of wind, and the surface
gradient between the GoN and the Tyrrhenian Sea (∆S).

Figure 11: Importance of the relative contributors to the MLD’s predictor, from the
Random Forest Regressor, for each seasons between the decade I and II.
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Figure 1: Bathymetry and topography of the Gulf of Naples in Campania, Italy (data
from GEBCO [2020]), along the Tyrrhenian Sea in the Mediterranean basin. In pink dots,
the 75m-deep LTER-MC coastal sampling site (14.25◦E, 40.80◦N), and an offshore loca-
tion to make a comparison to the coastal time series. Blue-green diamonds: the Volturno
and Sarno’s river mouths. Thin lines indicate the 50, 200, 300 and 400 m deep isobaths,
and thick ones indicate 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 m deep.
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Figure 2: Cilmatology of the temperature (left) and salinity (right), at the surface (top)
and in the water-column (bottom), during the period 2001-2019. Top : seasonal cycles of
surface temperature and salinity of the inshore observations at the LTER-MC point (gray
points and plain lines), and the offshore data from the Med Sea reanalysis in the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea (dashed lines). Bottom : monthly-averaged of vertical profiles of temperature
and salinity, calculated from all the CTD profiles available (2001-2019). Black contours
indicate the potential density σ0 (kgm−3) ; plain white the MLD0.03

σ0
; dashed-white the

MLD0.4
θ0 .
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Figure 3: Seasonal cycles of (a) heat content index (Jm−2), (b) freshwater content index
(cm), (c) intensity of stratification (kgm−3), (d) buoyancy content (kgm−2, decomposed
by T in red, and S in blue), (e) heat content from fluxes (ERA5) integrated in time (vs.
HC index in situ), (f) precipitation P and evaporation E rates (mmd−1, from ERA5)

.
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Figure 4: From ERA5 parameters, (a) seasonal cycles of surface fluxes (total and short-
wave, Jm−2), (b) buoyancy fluxes (Wkg−1), (c) significant sea wave height (m), (d) wind
stress (m s−1), (e) wind velocities components (m s−1), and (f) wind direction (angular°)
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Figure 5: Times series of the vertical profiles of the (a,c) temperature and (b,d) salinity
anomalies, calculated as the difference to their associated seasonal cycles. Profiles have
been averaged by months and main layers (centered on 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70
m) from the MC465 to MC1353 (January 2001 to December 2019).
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Figure 6: Mean values of the (a) heat and (b) freshwater content anomalies, calculated
by averaging over the season periods of the years.
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Figure 7: Inter-annual cycles of quantities related to temperature (on the left), and to
salinity (on the right). Straight lines refer to the linear trends (during 2001-2019, and
2005-2019, see Tab. 1). (a) Surface and bottom temperature (°C) (note the offset of 4 °C
for the bottom temperature in dashed line, and in pink the SST from ERA5), (b) surface
and bottom salinity (g kg−1), (c) heat content index (Jm−2), (d) freshwater content in-
dex (cm), (e and f) buoyancy content (kgm−2, decomposed by T in red, and S in blue),
(g) surface fluxes (Wm−1, from ERA5), (h) rates of precipitation P and evaporation E
(mmd−1, from ERA5).
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Figure 8: (Top) Mean inter-annual values of the MLD (black line), and number of strat-
ified weeks when MLD0.03

σ0
< 22m (grey line). (Bottom). Mean inter-annual values of

the MLD, decomposed by seasons (spring refers March-May ; summer to June-August ;
autumn to September-November ; winter to December-February of the next year).
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Figure 9: Inter-annual variability during the winter season.
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Figure 10: MLD in function of the independent drivers, during the winter period in two
decades (light blue : years [2001-2009]; dark blue : years [2010-2019]), representing the
mechanical forcing (u∗), thermal convection (BF), the direction of wind, and the surface
gradient between the GoN and the Tyrrhenian Sea (∆S).
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Figure 11: Importance of the relative contributors to the MLD’s predictor, from the
Random Forest Regressor, for each seasons between the decade I and II.
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We provide in Fig. S1 the calendar of the CTD casts (referenced as MC). We pro-

vide in Fig. S2 the time series of the variables used in the study. These vari-

ables are decomposed into 5 time series (inter-annual, and the four inter-annual of

seasons). For each one, we calculate linear fits and export statistical values (slope,

slope 95% confidence interval, R2, p-value, STD error and intercept) and values

of the time series (from 2001 to 2019). We proceed over four periods : 2001-

2019, 2005-2019 (to exclude the heatwave of 2003), then 2001-2009 (decade I), and

2010-2019 (decade II). Raw results for each period are provided in four separated

.csv data-frames files: df_MC_TRENDS_2001_2019.csv, df_MC_TRENDS_2001_2009.csv,

df_MC_TRENDS_2010_2019.csv and df_MC_TRENDS_2005_2019.csv.
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Figure S1. Calendar of the CTD profiles : 894 CTD profiles from the 4th January 2001 (cast

MC465) to the 24th February 2020 (cast MC1359).
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Figure S2. Time series of the variables used in the study : full year inter-annual in black,

and inter-annual of seasons in color (spring, summer, autumn, winter, in green, red, orange and

blue).
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